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Please note that this meeting will be recorded. You should be aware that the Council 
is a Data Controller under the Data Protection Act 2018. Data collected during the 
recording will be retained in accordance with the Council’s policy. Therefore unless 
you are advised otherwise, by taking part in the Council Meeting during Public 
Participation you are consenting to being recorded and to the possible use of the 
sound recording for access via the website or for training purposes. If you have any 
queries regarding this please contact the officer as detailed above.  
 
Following Government guidance on measures to reduce the transmission of 
coronavirus (COVID-19), we will be live webcasting our committee meetings and you 
are welcome to view and listen to the discussion. The link to each webcast will be 
available on the meeting webpage, but you can also access them on the Somerset 
West and Taunton webcasting website. 
 
If you would like to ask a question or speak at a meeting, you will need to submit 
your request to a member of the Governance Team in advance of the meeting. You 
can request to speak at a Council meeting by emailing your full name, the agenda 
item and your question to the Governance Team using 
governance@somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk   
 
Any requests need to be received by 4pm on the day that provides 2 clear working 
days before the meeting (excluding the day of the meeting itself). For example, if the 
meeting is due to take place on a Tuesday, requests need to be received by 4pm on 
the Thursday prior to the meeting. 
 
The Governance and Democracy Case Manager will take the details of your 
question or speech and will distribute them to the Committee prior to the meeting. 
The Chair will then invite you to speak at the beginning of the meeting under the 
agenda item Public Question Time, but speaking is limited to three minutes per 
person in an overall period of 15 minutes and you can only speak to the Committee 
once.  If there are a group of people attending to speak about a particular item then a 
representative should be chosen to speak on behalf of the group. 
 
Please see below for Temporary Measures during Coronavirus Pandemic and the 
changes we are making to public participation:- 
Due to the Government guidance on measures to reduce the transmission of 
coronavirus (COVID-19), we will holding meetings in a virtual manner which will be 
live webcast on our website. Members of the public will still be able to register to 
speak and ask questions, which will then be read out by the Governance and 
Democracy Case Manager during Public Question Time and will be answered by the 
Portfolio Holder or followed up with a written response. 
 
Full Council, Executive, and Committee agendas, reports and minutes are available 
on our website: www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk  
For further information about the meeting, please contact the Governance and 
Democracy Team via email: governance@somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk  
If you would like an agenda, a report or the minutes of a meeting translated into 
another language or into Braille, large print, audio tape or CD, please email: 
governance@somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk 
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Somerset West and Taunton Council  
  
Licensing sub-committee – 15th of April 2021  
  
Application for the grant of a Premises Licence under the Licensing Act 
2003  

  
This matter is the responsibility of Cllr Sarah Wakefield  

  

Report Author:  Nicola Yendall & Brad Fear – Licensing Officers  

  

  

1 Executive Summary / Purpose of the Report   

1.1 Members are asked to consider an application to vary a Premises Licence under the 

Licensing Act 2003 for Croydon Hall, Felons Oak, Rodhuish, Somerset TA24 6QT.  

2 Recommendations  

2.1 As relevant representations have been received by the licensing authority, the 

subcommittee must take such steps as it considers appropriate for the promotion of the 

four licensing objectives, being:  

• The prevention of crime and disorder;  

• The prevention of public nuisance;  

• Public safety;  

• The protection of children from harm.  

  

2.2 The steps the sub-committee may take are to:  

• Grant the licence subject to the conditions identified in the applicant’s operating 

schedule (modified to such extent as the authority considers appropriate for the 

promotion of the licensing objectives) and any appropriate mandatory conditions.  

• Exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which the 

application relates.  

• to refuse to specify a person in the licence as the designated premises supervisor;  

• Reject the application.  

  

3 Risk Assessment (if appropriate)  

3.1 The matters to which this report relates does not impact on any of the issues identified 

within the Corporate and Function Risk Registers.  

4 Background and Full details of the Report  Page 3
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4.1 Croydon Hall is a small Country Estate Hotel, situated within 5 acres.  It is situated 

within Exmoor National Park.  The hotel can entertain up to 250 guests and can provide 

accommodation for up to 50 guests.     

4.2 The premises is currently licensed and a copy of this licence can be found as Appendix 

A.  

4.3 An application was received from Round the Clock Ltd on 4th February 2021 to Vary 

the Premises License at Croydon Hall, Felons Oak, Rodhuish, Minehead. The 

application has been submitted to update and simplify the existing licensing conditions 

with the proposed future operations as a hotel with ancillary functions such as wedding 

receptions and food and beverage on offer to non-residents.   

4.4 The application has been received to supply of alcohol for both the consumption on and 

off the premises, from 07:00 to 2:00 and no time limit for Hotel Residents, the supply to 

Hotel Residents will be 24/7. Late night refreshments indoors from 23:00 to 07:00. 

Other Licensable activities applied for Plays, Films, Live Music, Recorded Music and 

Dance both indoors and outdoors from 07:00 to 02:00 indoors and 07:00 to 11:00 

outdoors.  

4.5 Seasonal variations for all the licensable activities applied for on New Year’s Eve from 

the end of permitted hours to the start of permitted hours on the following day. When 

British Summertime changes extend the terminal hour by 1 hour.   

4.6 Notices advertising the Licence were placed up at the premises and a copy of this was 

also advertised in the local paper, within 10 working days in accordance with the 

Licensing Act 2003 (Premises licences and club Premises certificates)  Regulations  

2005.  A copy of this notice was also posted on the Somerset West and Taunton 

Council Website, with a function available for members or the public to make objections 

online through the website.  

4.7 The proposed licensable activities and timings, as per the original application are 
represented in table form in Appendix B.  Hoping to address any local concerns, Mr 
Mullins then updated his original application on 5th February 2021 with updated 
conditions as per Appendix C, following conversations with local residents and the 
feedback he received.  

4.8 Within the application, the applicant has identified steps they intend to take promoting 

the licensing objective, and this is often referred to as being part of the ‘operating 

schedule’.  The licensing authority routinely modifies the content of this part of the 

application in order to form conditions of the licence, should it be amended; conditions 

which, if breached, result in an offence being committed.  In this case the applicant has 

spoken to the local Police Licensing Officer Nicola Cooper to discuss the proposed 

operation moving forward as a Hotel and it was felt that some of existing licence 

conditions needed updating and others were unenforceable(again, these proposed 

condition amendments can be found under Appendix B).    

Representations  

4.9 Representations against the application have been received from interested parties 

within the 28-day consultation period. These are shown in Appendix D.  (Please note 

that as the representation from Mr and Mrs Chavasse was received by Licensing on 5th 

March 2021, it was originally determined that this was served out of time and, therefore, Page 4



invalid.  However, on 16th March 2021 Mr and Mrs Chavasse were able to evidence 

that the representation was formally served on the Council—via the Enquiries inbox—

on the evening of the 4th March, thereby making it within the acceptable time frame.  

This second objection can be found under Appendix F.  Due to this misunderstanding, 

and also taking into consideration technical problems that the objectors experienced 

when trying to view the application online, it was proposed that the original hearing be 

adjourned—under Article 12 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005—

to a later date to allow these points to also be addressed).  Under this article a hearing 

may be adjourned “where it considers this to be necessary for its consideration of any 

representations or notice made by a party”.  

The main areas of concern are the possibility of public nuisance/disturbance to 

neighbours in the residential area if the Licencing hours are increased—particularly if 

and when patrons leave simultaneously late at night.  Note that in her response to the 

original notice of hearing (for the hearing initially booked for Thursday 25th March— and 

subsequently adjourned) Mrs Rainbow elaborated on her concerns and this response 

is attached as Appendix G.  

Both Mrs Rainbow and Mrs & Mr Chavasse are local residents—located under half a 
mile away from Croydon Hall, beyond fields adjacent to the back gardens of Croydon 
Hall.  

  

Representations from Responsible Authorities  

4.10 No formal objections/representations were raised by responsible authorities during the 

28 day consultation period.    

  

4.11 Mediation  

A mediation meeting originally booked online over Zoom for Friday 12th March 2021.  

However, this ultimately did not take place when the original objector, Mrs Rainbow was 

unable to attend.  However, letters were sent by the applicant to both Mrs Rainbow and, 

subsequently, to Mr and Mrs Chavasse, summarising his intentions for the property as 

well as constructive conditions he has proposed to address any potential concerns.  Mr 

Millins included his contact details within these letters, intending to open up dialogue 

with the objectors and discuss any concerns they had accordingly.  The letter to Mrs 

Rainbow can be found under Appendix E and the letter to Mr and Mrs Chavasse can 

be viewed as Appendix H.  A second formal mediation meeting over Zoom was booked 

Wednesday 31st March 2021 (with Mr and Mrs  

Chavasse also invited this time).  Regrettably, whilst the applicant, Mr Millins, attended 

at this time, neither of the objectors did.  As such, formal mediation was unable to 

proceed.  However, Mr Millins had confirmed having a phone discussion with Mr and Mrs 

Chavasse following receipt of the letter he sent them (to discuss their concerns), 

however no further suggestions were given at the time by Mr and Mrs Chavasse on any 

additional conditions or amendments they would want to see implemented.  

  

Responses to notice of hearing  

4.12 Notices of hearing were sent out by e-mail and by post on 22nd March 2021 (these 

notices of hearing also included a covering letter explaining the reasons for the 

adjournment of the initial hearing under Article 12 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) 

Regulations 2005).  The responses we have received to this notice of hearing are 

shown as Appendix I.  Please note that at the time of writing there still remains two 

days in which parties can confirm attendance at the hearing.  Any further confirmations 
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of attendance or written submissions offered after the submission of this report will 

therefore be forwarded separately.  

  

Relevant Licensing Policy considerations  

4.13 Section 1.2 of the Authority’s Licensing Policy states: “The Act requires the Licensing 

Authority to carry out its various licensing functions so as to promote the four licensing 

objectives”. “These four objectives will be the paramount considerations when 

determining a course of action in relation to the Licensing Authority’s licensing 

functions. Each objective will be given equal importance”. The four objectives are: the 

prevention of crime and disorder, public safety, prevention of children from harm and 

prevention of public nuisance.  

  

Conditions  

4.14 Section 1.5.2 of the Policy states “The Licensing Authority may only impose conditions 

on a premises licence if they are consistent with the operating schedule or after 

receiving relevant representations. Any conditions attached to the licence must relate 

to the promotion of the Licensing Objectives”.  

4.15 The Act requires that licensing conditions should be tailored to the size, style, 

characteristics and activities taking place at the premises concerned.  

4.16 The guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 states: “(9.38)  All 

licensing determinations should be considered on a case by case basis. They should 
take into account any representations or objections that have been received from 

responsible authorities or other persons, and representations made by the applicant or 
premises user as the case may be.  (9.39) The authority’s determination should be 
evidence-based, justified as being appropriate for the promotion of the licensing 

objectives and proportionate to what it is intended to achieve. (9.40) Determination of 
whether an action or step is appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives 

requires an assessment of what action or step would be suitable to achieve that end. 
Whilst this does not therefore require a licensing authority to decide that no lesser step 

will achieve the aim, the authority should aim to consider the potential burden that the 
condition would impose on the premises licence holder (such as the financial burden 
due to restrictions on licensable activities) as well as the potential benefit in terms of 
the promotion of the licensing objectives. However, it is imperative that the authority 
ensures that the factors which form the basis of its determination are limited to 

consideration of the promotion of the objectives and nothing outside those parameters.”  
5 Links to Corporate Aims / Priorities  

5.1 The granting of this application would support an existing business within the district, 
creating additional sources of income.  However, considerations must also be made, 
where necessary, to the Corporate Strategy’s commitment to – where the granting of 
varying of any premises licence is concerned – ‘reduce anti-social behaviour, through 
working with residents’. 6  Finance / Resource Implications  

6.1  None.  

7 Legal  Implications   

7.1 The Licensing Sub Committee, when determining this application, must comply with the 

Licensing Act 2003. It should also have due regard to the Home Office Guidance and 

the Council’s Licensing Policy.   
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7.2 In determining an application for a Premises Licence, any Responsible Authority or 

other party can make representations in relation to the application.  

7.3 The Licensing Act 2003 created four licensing objectives and in determining this 

application, only factors that relate to the licensing objectives can be taken into account. 

Any representation must relate to the licensing objectives and any conditions added by 

the Licensing Sub Committee must relate to the promotion of the licensing objectives.  

Human Rights Act 1998  

7.4 The sub-committee must also have regard to the provisions of the Human Rights Act 

1998 when determining this application. The 1998 Act made the European Convention 

of Human Rights directly enforceable in British courts. The relevant provisions are 

Article 6 (right to a fair trial), Article 8 (right to respect for private and family life), Article 

11 (freedom of association) and Article 1 of the First Protocol (right to peaceful 

enjoyment of one’s possessions). These provisions require the subcommittee to 

identify correctly the competing interests, give each appropriate weight in the 

circumstances of the case, and balance them against each other in order to arrive at a 

fair and reasonable decision.  

Appeals  

7.5 If the sub-committee modifies conditions or rejects the application, the applicant may 

appeal within 21 days of notification of the decision to the Magistrates’ Court. Those 

making relevant representations may appeal if they believe that the licence should not 

have been granted, or that, when granting the licence, the Licensing Authority ought to 

have imposed different or additional conditions or excluded a licensable activity. The 

Magistrates’ Court may dismiss the appeal, or substitute its own decision, or send back 

the case to the Licensing Authority with directions as to how the case is to be dealt with. 

The Magistrates’ Court may make any costs order it thinks fit.  

8 Environmental Impact Implications (if any)  

8.1 None identified  

9 Safeguarding and/or Community Safety Implications (if any)  

9.1 None identified.  

10 Equality and Diversity Implications (if any)  

10.1 None identified.  

11 Social Value Implications (if any)  

12 No social value implications were identified.  

  

13 Partnership Implications (if any)  

14 No partnership implications were identified.  

  

15 Health and Wellbeing Implications (if any)  
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15.1 Through effective regulation, confidence in licensed premises and activities can be 

maintained, helping communities to thrive.   

  

16 Asset Management Implications (if any)  

16.1 No asset management implications have been identified.  

  

17 Consultation Implications (if any)  

17.1 None identified.  

  

18 Scrutiny Comments / Recommendation(s) (if any)  

  

18.1 Not applicable.  

  

Democratic Path:    

  

• Scrutiny / Corporate Governance or Audit Committees – No   

  

• Cabinet/Executive  – No   

  

• Full Council – No   

  

  

Reporting Frequency :    X  Once only       Ad-hoc       Quarterly  

  

                                             Twice-yearly             Annually  

  

  

List of Appendices  

   

  

Appendix A  Copy of existing licence for Croydon Hall  

Appendix B  Activities and hours applied for (including proposed conditions to be added to 

licence)  

Appendix C  Updated conditions provided by Mr Millins following discussions with residents  

Appendix D  Objection from Mrs Rainbow  

Appendix E  Letter to Mrs Rainbow from Mr Millins  

Appendix F  Objection from Mr and Mrs Chavasse  

Appendix G  Letter from Mrs Rainbow – elaboration of concerns  

Appendix H  Letter to the Chavasses from Mr Millins  

Appendix I  Responses to Notice of Hearing  

  

  

  

Contact Officers  

  

Name  Nicola Yendall   
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Direct 

Dial  

01823 219711  

Email  N.Yendall@somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk  

  

  

Name  Brad Fear   

Direct 

Dial  

01823 219447  

Email  B.Fear@somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk  
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 APPENDIX A – EXISTING LICENCE FOR CROYDON HALL 

 1 

 

Somerset West and Taunton Council 
PO Box 866 
Taunton  
TA1 9GS 

Email: Enquiries@somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk 

Website: www.somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk 

Telephone: 0300 304 8000 

 

 
Licensing Act 2003 - Premises Licence 

 

Premises licence number 

WSC/LN/000001802 

 
Part 1 – Premises details 
 

Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description 
 
Croydon Hall 
Felons Oak 
Rodhuish 
 

Post town Minehead Post 
code 

TA24 6QT 

Telephone number 01984 642200 

 

Where the licence is time limited the dates 
 
 
 

 

Licensable activities authorised by the licence 
 
Alcohol On Sales 
Provision of Regulated Entertainment – Recorded Music 
Provision of Late Night Refreshment 
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 APPENDIX A – EXISTING LICENCE FOR CROYDON HALL 

 2 

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities 
 
Supply of alcohol 
Sunday  12:00 - 23:30    
Monday  11:00 - 00:00    
Tuesday 11:00 - 00:00    
Wednesday 11:00 - 00:00    
Thursday 11:00 - 01:00   
Friday  11:00 - 01:00    
Saturday 11:00 - 01:00    
Non-Standard    Good Friday & Christmas Day: 12:00 to 23:30 
New Years Eve, except on a Sunday: 11:00 to 00:00 
New Years Eve on a Sunday: 12:00 to 23:30 
New Years Eve from the end of permitted hours on New Years Eve to the start of permitted hours on 
the following day  
 
Regulated Entertainment 
Sunday  12:00 - 23:30    
Monday  11:00 - 00:00    
Tuesday 11:00 - 00:00    
Wednesday 11:00 - 00:00    
Thursday 11:00 - 00:00   
Friday  11:00 - 00:00    
Saturday 11:00 - 00:00    
 
Late Night Refreshment 
Sunday  12:00 - 23:30    
Monday  11:00 - 00:00    
Tuesday 11:00 - 00:00    
Wednesday 11:00 - 00:00    
Thursday 11:00 - 00:00   
Friday  11:00 - 00:00    
Saturday 11:00 - 00:00    

 

 

The opening hours of the premises 
 
Sunday  00:01 - 00:00 
Monday  00:01 - 00:00 
Tuesday 00:01 - 00:00 
Wednesday 00:01 - 00:00 
Thursday 00:01 - 00:00 
Friday  00:01 - 00:00 
Saturday 00:01 - 00:00 
Non-Standard   
 

 

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/or off 
supplies 
 
On Supplies 
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 APPENDIX A – EXISTING LICENCE FOR CROYDON HALL 

 3 

 
Part 2  
 

Name, (registered) address, telephone number and e-mail (where relevant) of holder of 
premises licence 
 
Round Clock Ltd 
Croydon Hall Training Venue 
Felons Oak 
Rodhuish 
Minehead 
Somerset 
TA24 6QT 
 
Tel:       
Email:   

 

 

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where 
applicable) 
 
CO NO 05684606 

 

 

Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the 
premises licence authorises the supply of alcohol 
 
Mr Jeremy Philip Millins 
Croydon Hall 
Felons Oak 
Rodhuish 
Minehead 
Somerset 
TA24 6QT 
 
Tel:       
Email:   

 

 

Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by designated 
premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises the supply of alcohol 
 
Licence Number:  KS0500411 
Issuing Authority:  Sevenoaks District Council 

 

 

This licence comes into effect on 18th May 2020, replacing the licence dated 2nd May 
2019. 

Dated: 18th May 2020 
 
 
 
 
Head of Customer 
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 APPENDIX A – EXISTING LICENCE FOR CROYDON HALL 

 4 

Annex 1 - Mandatory conditions 
 
 

Supply of alcohol 

1. No supply of alcohol may be made under the Premises Licence – 

(a) At a time when there is no Designated Premises Supervisor in respect of the 

Premises Licence; or 

(b) At a time when the Designated Premises Supervisor does not hold a Personal 

Licence or his Personal Licence is suspended. 

2. Every supply of alcohol under the Premises Licence must be made, or authorised by a 

person who holds a Personal Licence. 

3. (1)  The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry out, 

arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to the premises. 

(2) In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the following 

activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose of encouraging 

the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises. 

 

(a) games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed to require 

or encourage, individuals to – 

(i) drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol sold or 

supplied on the premises before the cessation of the period in which the 

responsible person is authorised to sell or supply alcohol), or 

(ii)  drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or otherwise); 

(b) provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or 

discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a particular characteristic in 

a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective; 

(c) provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to encourage 

or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or 

less in a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing 

objective; 

(d) selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters or flyers on, 

or in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably be considered to 

condone, encourage or glamorise anti-social behaviour or to refer to the effects 

of drunkenness in any favourable manner; 

(e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another (other than 

where that other person is unable to drink without assistance by reason of 

disability). 
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 APPENDIX A – EXISTING LICENCE FOR CROYDON HALL 

 5 

4. The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on request to 

customers where it is reasonably available. 

 

5. (1) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must 

ensure that an age verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in 

relation to the sale or supply of alcohol; 

(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licences must 

ensure that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with 

the age verification policy; 

(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be 

under 18 years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to 

produce on request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their 

photograph, date of birth and either:-  

(a) a holographic mark or 

(b) an ultraviolet feature. 

6. The responsible person shall ensure that – 

(a) where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for consumption on 

the premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up in 

advance ready for sale or supply in a securely closed container) it is available to 

customers in the following measures – 

(i) beer or cider: ½ pint; 
 

(ii) gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25 ml or 35 ml; and 

(iii) still wine in a glass: 125 ml; and 

 
(b) these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed material which 

is available to customers on the premises; and  

(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of 

alcohol to be sold, the customer is made aware that these measures are available. 

7. A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or 

off the premises for a price which is less than the permitted price. 

8. For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 1 – 

(a) “duty” is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979; 

(b) “permitted price” is the price found by applying the formula –  

P = D + (DxV) 

 Where –  

(i) P is the permitted price; 
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(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty 

were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and  

(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if 

the value added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the 

alcohol; 

(c) “relevant person” means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 

force a premises licence –  

(i) The holder of the premises licence; 

(ii) The designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, or 

(iii) The personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of alcohol 

under such a licence; 

(d) “relevant person” means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 

force a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 

premises in a capacity which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply 

in question; and 

(e) “value added tax” means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value 

Added Tax Act 1994. 

9. Where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 would (apart from 

the paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-

paragraph shall be taken to be the price actually given by that sub-paragraph 

rounded up to the nearest penny. 

10.  (1) Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) 

of paragraph 2 on a day (“the first day”) would be different from the permitted 

price on the next day (“the second day”) as a result of a change to the rate of 

duty or value added tax; 

(2) The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or 

supplies of alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days 

beginning on the second day. 
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Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the Operating Schedule 
 
 

1 The premises must operate a ‘Challenge 25 policy’, whereby anyone wishing 
to purchase alcohol, that appears to be under the age of 25 years, must be 
asked to provide photographic identification e.g. passport, driving licence, 
PASS card. 
 

2 A minimum of one notice must be displayed at the premises, requesting 
customers to leave quietly. 

 
3 Staff must receive training with regards to the legal and social responsibilities 

of supplying alcohol, and around prevention of illegal drug activity on the 
premises. 

 
4 All egress and access area will be adequately illuminated, to minimise the 

risk of harm to customers. 
 

5 After 23:00 hours noise from live or recorded music shall only be played 
inside the main hotel building. 

 
6 After 23:00 noise from live or recorded music shall not be audible at the two 

monitoring points agreed with Somerset West and Taunton Council.  These 
two agreed points are marked with ‘X’ on the plan below. 

 

 
 

7 The Licence Holder shall provide the nearby residents with a telephone 
number that they can use to contact the premises to report any problems with 
noise.  This number must be monitored by the premises when there is any 
live or recorded music after 23:00. 
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 APPENDIX A – EXISTING LICENCE FOR CROYDON HALL 

 8 

 
Restaurant: 
 
1 Alcohol may be sold or supplied: 
 

a) On Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, other than Christmas Day, or 
New Year’s Eve from 11.00 to 00.00. 

b) On Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, other than Christmas Day, Good 
Friday or New Year’s Eve from 11.00 to 01:00. 

b) On Sundays, other than Christmas Day or New Year’s Eve, and on Good 
Friday:  12:00 to 23:30. 

c) On Christmas Day:  12:00 to 23:30. 
d) On New Year’s Eve, except on a Sunday, 11:00 to 00:00. 
e) On New Year’s Eve on a Sunday, 12:00 to 23:30. 
f) On New Year’s Eve from the end of permitted hours on New Year’s Eve to 

the start of permitted hours on the following day (or if there are no 
permitted hours on the following day, 00:00 on 31st December). 

 
The above restrictions do not prohibit consumption of the alcohol on the 
premises or the taking of sale or supply of alcohol to any person residing in the 
premises. 
 

2 a) No intoxicating liquor shall be supplied otherwise than to: 
 
  i) the residents and staff of the home and, 

ii) a bona fide guest of any person within category (i) entertained by 
such person within category (i) entertained at their expense. 

 
b) Suitable beverages other than intoxicating liquor (inc drinking water) shall 

be equally available for consumption with or otherwise as an ancillary to 
meals served in the licensed premises. 
 

The following apply to residents only: 
 
3 No permitted hours apply, but sales are only permitted: 
 

a) on premises which are bona fide used, or intended to be used, for the 
purpose of habitually providing for reward, board and lodging, including 
breakfast and at least one other customary main meal; 

 
b) subject to the condition that alcohol shall not be sold or supplied on the 

premises otherwise than to persons residing there or their private friends 
bona fide entertained by them at their own expense, and for consumption 
by such a person or his private friend so entertained by him either on the 
premises or with a meal supplied at but to be consumed off the premises; 

 
c) there must be adequate sitting accommodation in a room not to be used 

for sleeping accommodation for the service of substantial refreshment or 
for the supply or consumption of alcohol. 
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Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority 
 
 

1 All visitors (not guests staying at the hotel) will be required to vacate the premises and 
car parks by no later than 45 minutes after the terminal hour for licensable activities. 
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Annex 4 – Plans 
 
CROYDON HALL, WASHFORD 
PLAN NO. 6/26/03/101 
DATED JAN 03 
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 APPENDIX C- Further conditions/amendments offered by the applicant 

 

From: Jeremy Millins  
Sent: 05 February 2021 09:46 
To: Enquiries, <enquiries@somersetwestandtaunton.gov.uk> 
Cc: Nicola Cooper  
Subject: Re: Variation - Croydon Hall  
 
Good Morning  
 
Thank you for your email  
 
Please find attached photographs showing the notice on display that were taken yesterday.   The 
notice is displayed next to the post box at the entrance to the Croydon Hall Estate on the Public 
Highway.  
 
The notice will be published in the West Somerset Free Press next Friday 12th February 2021. 
 
Whilst writing, following some further feedback from local residents, I would like to make two 
further amendments to the proposed new conditions ( a new schedule of conditions is attached). 
The amendments are : 
 

1. Condition 5 currently only refers to live or recorded music.  I would like to amend to “After 
23:00, all licensable activities shall only take place inside the buildings” 

 
2. Condition 6 currently has two sound monitoring points, I would like to amend to three.  An 

updated plan is shown on the attached schedule of conditions.  
 

I would be most grateful if you could update your online portal with the new schedule of proposed 
conditions.  I am sorry for the inconvenience of this late change but I am keen to show the local 
residents that we are responsive to their concerns and the additional amendments should help give 
them further peace of mind.  
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Jeremy Millins 
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 APPENDIX F – Objection from Paul and Sonia Chavasse 

 

Objection to application for licence extension Croydon Hall (RECEIVED ONLINE VIA GENERAL 

ENQUIRIES- DATED 4TH MARCH 2021) 

Re: Application for variation of licence for Croydon Hall, Rodhuish, TA24 6QT 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We would like to object to the application to extend the licensable activities at Croydon Hall as 

displayed on your letter near the property dated 4th February 2021. 

We are unable to find the full details on your website at the time of writing because the following 

message is displayed. 

'Current licence applications 

Sorry this service is currently unavailable  

Please try again later' 

Therefore, we only have the limited information on the displayed letter to rely on. 

Our points of objection are: 

Extending the hours of serving alcohol to 02.00hrs and that of food to 07.00hrs to non-residents will 

undoubtedly be associated with increased traffic in the area due to guests leaving the hotel after 

these hours and increased noise associated with their departure. It will also result in more guests 

being on the site in the early hours of the morning than would be the case if it were just hotel 

residents who could be served alcohol after the current deadline of 01.00hrs. 

The location of Croydon Hall in a quiet area of Exmoor National Park makes this a very noticeable 

increase in traffic in the area and thus will cause public nuisance. 

We do not agree that a hotel in this area needs a licence for non-residents after midnight to succeed 

as a 'function venue'. Many, many properties in towns and cities all over the country must stop 

serving alcohol at midnight and they all continue to function perfectly well as venues for weddings, 

parties etc. 

We are very surprised that the matter is being considered again after being considered in March 

2019, when an hour was added to the existing licence. It should be noted that the extension then 

given was in fact against the planning permission in place for Croydon Hall to be functioning under 

and I am confused why the extension was not repealed at the time. Is it lawful for an extension to be 

granted which cannot be legally applied? 

It is only two years since the committee made the decision to extend the hours to 01.00, when that 

applicant asked for a longer extension.  As we are not aware of any factors that would have changed 

in the last two years, to grant a different extension now would imply that the committee had not 

done their job properly last time.  This would suggest that the committee's decisions are arbitrary 

and - a point made at the time - that one extension is a slippery slope to further extensions. 

On the same grounds we are very surprised that you are again considering an application to extend 

the licence of the property when we are not confident that it is within the limits of its current 

planning permission. We appreciate that you considered in March 2019 that this was not within your 

remit but would like to question whether you are legally allowed to extend a licence for a property 
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which is not then able to use that licence. The problem with this failure to link the two processes is 

that if, every time an application is made, a little extension is made and not repealed this will lead 

eventually to a markedly extended licence being in place for a venue which had no legal right to use 

it. Should any application then be made to change the planning permission there would be no 

further possibility of restricting the hours. Again, we would like you to assure us that this is within 

your legal boundaries. 

Yours faithfully, 

Sonia and Paul Chavasse 
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APPENDIX I – RESPONSES TO NOTICE OF HEARING 
 

 
From: Jeremy Millins  
Sent: 22 March 2021 12:08 
To: Fear, Brad   
Subject: Re: re Application to Vary the Licence of Croydon Hall  
 
Hi Brad 
 
Thank you for your email 
 
I can confirm that I will attend both the Mediation meeting on the 31st March 2021 and the Licensing 
Sub Committee Hearing on 15th April 2021 as required.   If you don’t mind, I will wait to see the 
outcome of the mediation meeting to decide whether or not I will be represented at the hearing.  
 
Although I have written to both objectors, I have not yet had a response from either  
 
Kind regards 
 
Jeremy  
 

 
 
From: Paul and Sonia Chavasse  
Sent: 26 March 2021 08:39 
To: Fear, Brad   
Subject: RE: fao Brad Fear, regarding Croydon Hall Licence application. 
 
Dear Brad, 
 
Thank you for your e-mail and the letter that has come through the post. 
 
In terms of the mediation meeting on 31st March, we don’t see that that will move things 
forward.  Mr. Millins has spoken to us and we can speak to him again.  Our concern is rather that the 
licensing committee should not be extending the licence for him or for anyone else to the detriment 
and disturbance of the National Park.  We are also perplexed – and mildly stressed – by the fact that 
having reviewed the situation within the last two years, the committee need to review the licence 
requirements so soon again.  I am not sure the mediation meeting would be best use of anyone’s 
time and as noted, we are happy to talk further to Mr. Millins in the meantime. 
 
As concerns the date on 15th April 11.00, I am chairing a work committee meeting at that time which 
has been planned for many months and at the moment I do not see that I can extract myself from 
that.  We can of course provide a written submission, but I am not sure at the moment whether we 
will be able to join a licensing meeting at that time. 
 
Do let me know if we should discuss any of this on the phone. 
 
With best wishes, 
 
Paul Chavasse 
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